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Background 

Hindi bare NPs usually receive a definite interpretation (Dayal 2004, 2010).  

(1) a. bacce  andar  aaye.  #bacce\wo  bahut  khush  the  
children  inside  come.PERF  children\they very  happy were  
'Some children came in. #The children\ They were very happy.’’  

b. baccaa  andar  aayaa. #baccaa\wo  bahut  khush  thaa  
child  inside  come.PERF   child \ he very  happy was  
‘The child came in. #The child\He were very happy.’’  

(2)  idhar kuch bacce khaɽe the.   
Here some children stood . 
‘Some children were standing nearby.' 

a.* …ram-ne  bacca\bacce-ko  apne  paas  bulaayaa.  
Ram-ERG  child\child-KO  self's  near  call.PERF.3SG 
'Ram called a child to him.' 

b. …ram-ne  ek  bacca\ek  bacce-ko  apne paas  bulaayaa.  
Ram-ERG  one child-\one child-KO  self's near  called 
'Ram called a child to him.' 

A weak indefinite interpretation is the only indefinite interpretation possible – the DP takes scope 
under negation in (3) – in the absence of the indefinite marker 'ek': 

(3) a. kamre-mẽ  cuuhe  nahĩ  the 
room-in mice not  be.PAST.3MPL 
There weren't mice in the room.’   

b. lagtaa  hɛ  kamre-mẽ  cuuhaa  nahĩ  thaa 
seems  be.PRES room-in mice not  be.PAST.3MSG 
‘It seems that there wasn’t a mouse in the room.’ 

A wide scope existential reading is one where the bare nominal picks out a specific entity or group 
of entities out of a set of like individuals, but here the only non-narrow interpretation of ‘mice’ 
picks out the maximal set of mice in the context, a definite reading 

(4) Dayal's Generalisations:  
a. Hindi bare nominals are ambiguous between kinds and definites.  
b. Indefiniteness is overtly marked by ek 'one'.  
c. 'Definite' in Hindi encodes uniqueness/maximality but not familiarity.  

 
The meaning of –wala XPs 

The -wala marked phrasal constituent is a unique element chosen from a set of contextually salient 
candidates. Ram-waalii kitaab ‘Ram-wala book’ can only be used in a context where a nontrivial set 
of pairings between owners and books can be constructed. The –wala XP picks out the maximal set 
of the possible pair of owners to books. Similarly, when –wala marks adjectives, as in nilii-waalii 
kitaab ‘blue-wala book’, its use is felicitous only when there is a nontrivial set of the pairings of 
colour attributes to books. 
 
Distribution of –wala in the Nominal Domain 

Examples (1a-b) shows the highly productive use of -wala as forming 'agentive' nouns through 
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compounding\derivation. Note that there is no grammatical agreement between the head noun 
and -wala here -- as the (') examples show, the [gender] attribute on -wala marks natural gender.  

(1) a. dabba--waalaa   a'.  dabba--waalii 
  box (MSG)--wala.MSG  box (MSG)--wala.FSG 
  'a supplier of lunchboxes'  'a female supplier of lunchboxes' 
 b. sabzi--waalaa   b'. sabzi-waalii 
  vegetables (FPL)--wala.MSG  vegetables (FPL)-wala.FSG 
  'Vegetable seller'   'Vegetable seller (female)' 

(2) contrasts the non-syntactic use with a syntactic one, as here -wala shows the adjectival 
agreement (number, gender, case) pattern most reminiscent of Hindi genitives. 

(2) a.  Banaras --waalii  khabar   (cf. Banaras kii  khabar) 
  Banaras (MSG) wala.FSG news (FSG)  Banaras POS.FSG news 
  'The news from Benaras' 
 b.  dabbe  -waalii  aurat  (cf.  dabbe  kii   aurat) 
  box.M-OBL  wala.FSG woman (FSG)         box     POS.FSG woman 
  'The woman with\from\in the box' 

We thus may appear to have a distinction between two uses of –wala: a lexical –wala (henceforth l-
wala) is a word-level suffix that does not trigger OBL versus a syntactic –wala (henceforth s-wala) is 
a phrasal level clitic that triggers OBL and shows the adjectival agreement pattern typical of 
phrasal-level clitics in the language. I will return to this matter at the end of the discussion. 

The syntactic scope of s-wala is thus signaled by OBL spread, as shown in (3): 

(3)  a. wo [lambe  laRke]   --waal-ii  kitaab 
   that  tall.M-OBL boy.M.OBL wala.FSG book (FSG) 
  'That book which was the tall boy's' 
  b. [us lambe   laRke]   --waal-ii  kitaab 
   that  tall.M-OBL boy.M.OBL wala.FSG book (FSG) 
  'The book which was that tall boy's'  

–wala has often been characterized as being in complementary distribution with the possessive 
clitic; this is actually not true, as examples like (4a) are actually perfect. Although (4b) is a little 
infelicitous out of context, it would be fine in a context of a narrative in which the belongings of a 
tall boy were being contrasted with a short boy’s. 

(4) a. raam --ki  -waalii  kitaab le  lo 
  Ram POS.FSG wala.FSG book take take.IMP 
  ‘Take the book that is Ram’s’ 
  b. ?[us lambe   laRke]  --kii]]   --waal-ii  kitaab 
   that  tall.M-OBL boy.M.OBL POSS.FSG wala.FSG book (FSG) 
  'The book which was that tall boy's'1 

As Hindi-Urdu bare NPs are actually ambiguous between definite and kind readings, a la Dayal, we 
would expect that –wala encliticisation should not affect these readings, as it is phrasal in nature, 
This is actually true of the data, but not discernable in the kind examples we have thus far 
examined, as modified phrases are not easily amenable to a kind interpretation. However, as we 
see in (5) and (6) below, with bare plurals and singulars, -wala marked phrases are indeed 

                                                
1 The interpretive difference between, say, (3b) and (4b) is tricky, but at my current level of understanding, this is what 
I think: (4b) is only felicitous in a context when the contextually available set specifies a full listing of all the possessor-
possessum relationships between books and individuals, whereas (3b) could be used even in a context where the 
genitive marked noun phrase is simply in some kind of modification relation with the book. In other words, in (4b), the 
genitive clitic is under the scope of –wala.  
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ambiguous between a definite and kind interpretation.  

(5)  a. baccoN   --waal-ii  hasii 
   children.M-OBL   wala.FSG laugh(FSG) 
  ‘A child’s laugh\The laugh, which was of the children 

b. ek aadmii, ek aurat or aur kuch bacce haste hue tape kiye gae. un me se, 
baccoNwaali hasi sab-ko sabse se zayaadaa pasand aii 
‘A man, a woman, and some children’s laughter was taped. Of the three, the child’s 
laugh was most appreciated.’ 

c. uskii baccoNwaalii hasii bataati hai ki vo baRa maasum hai.  
‘That child’s laugh of his is an indication of how innocent he is.’ 

(6)  a. skuul   --waale  darwaaze 
   school (M.)(OBl)  wala.MPL  doors(MPL) 
  ‘A (kind of) door of a school\The doors, which belong to \lead to the school” 

b. uske saamne tiin darvaze the. thoRii der ke bad, soc-vicaar karke, vo skuul-vale 
dawarze ki taraf baDhaa.  
‘Three doors were in front of him. After a little while, having considering the issue 
carefully, he moved towards the school doors’ 

c. mujhe nahiiN samajh aataa hai kitumne ghar ke saamne ye skuul –vale darwaze 
kyuN laswayeN haiN 

 ‘I just don’t underway you have had these school door like doors put in into the 
front of the house.’ 

Interestingly, but as expected, if indefiniteness is overtly specified, then the kind reading becomes 
difficult, as (7a) shows. Contrast this with the possessive construction in (7b), where the only 
grammatical reading is one in which the indefinite NP is the school. (7c) shows that both NPs may 
take demonstratives of their own: 

(7)  a. ek skuul   --waalaa  darwaazaa 
   one school (M.)(OBl)  wala.MSG door(MSG) 
  ‘A door, which is of the school \#A (kind of) door of a school 

 b. ek skuul    kaa   darwaazaa 
   one school (M.)(OBl)  POSS.MSG doors(MSG) 
  ”The door of a school’ 

c. ek skuul    kaa   ek darwaaze 
   one school (M.)(OBl)  POSS.MSG one door(MSG) 
  ‘*A door of a school” 

d. skuul   --waalaa  ek  darwaazaa 
   school (M.)(OBl)  wala.MPL  one  doors(MPL) 
  ‘A door, which is of the school \#A (kind of) door of a school 

These facts suggest that the indefiniteness marking in (7a) is not in the scope of –wala. In fact, a 
word order variant of (7a) is (7d) which indicates the scope facts more transparently. A simplified 
representation for –wala scope would be as in (8): 

(8)       Indef 
3 

               NP 
3 

         DemP     N” 
        3 

    AP           N 
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Distribution of –wala with other categories in the NP 

With Dem and Adj: When –wala encliticises onto the demonstratives it does not trigger OBL (9a-
b), and also do not with adjectives and the maximal projections that they head (9c-d): 

(9)  a. Ram vo--waalaa  \ ye--waalaa  darwaazaa kholegaa 
   Ram that-wala.MSG   this-wala.MSG door(MSG) open.FUT 
  ‘Ram will open that\this door.’ 

b. *Ram us  --waalaa \is  --waalaa darwaazaa kholegaa 
   one that.M-OBL -wala.MSG\this.M-OBL-wala.MSG door(MSG) open.FUT 
  ‘Ram will open that\this door.’ 

c. Ram nilaa  --waalaa   darwaazaa kholegaa 
   one blue.MSG -wala.MSG door(MSG) open.FUT 
  ‘Ram will open the blue door.’ 

d. *Ram nile  --waalaa   darwaazaa kholegaa 
   one blueM-OBL -wala.MSG door(MSG) open.FUT 
  ‘Ram will open the blue door.’ 

The distribution of adjectives with –wala also makes clear that s-wala is usually a phrasal clitic. (10) 
compares the interpretations of an NP marked with –wala with an AP marked with –wala.  

(10) a. Ram nilaa  --waalaa   Dhakkan toRegaa 
   one blue.MSG -wala.MSG lid(MSG) break.FUT 
  ‘Ram will break the blue lid.’ 

Contextually available set: Lids of different colours, including one blue lid. 

b. Ram nile  Dhakkan --waale   dibbe-ko  toRegaa 
   one blueM-OBL -wala.MSG  bo(MSG) break.FUT 
  ‘Ram will break the box with the blue lid.’ 

Contextually available set: Boxes with lids of different colours, including one with a blue lid. 

(11) shows that the scope of –wala is limited to the AP that it encliticises to: 

(11) a. Ram moTa  --waalaa   nilaa  Dhakkan toRegaa 
   one fat.MSG -wala.MSG blue.MSG lid(MSG) break.FUT 
  ‘Ram will break the thick blue lid.’ 

Contextually available set: More than one blue lid, of which only one is also thick. 

b. Ram moTa  nilaa-  -waalaa  Dhakkan toRegaa 
   one fat.MSG blue.MSG -wala.MSG lid(MSG) break.FUT 
  ‘Ram will break the thick blue lid.’ 

Contextually available set: More than one fat lid, of which only one is also blue. 

Pronouns: Occur with –wala only in the possessive construction, so the pronoun marked with –
wala is in the genitive (inflectional for I and IIP, and with the –ka adposition in the IIIp. Unlike 
nominal expressions, here –wala may attach only after genitive marking. These facts are 
represented in (12): 

(12) PRONOUN DIRECT OBLIQUE GEN -WALA 

 I SG mE mujh mere mere-waali 
 I PL ham ham hamaare hamaare-waali 
 II SG\PL tum tujh tumhaare tumhaare-waali 
 III SG vo us us-ki us-ki-waali\*us-waali-ki 
 III PL vo un un-ki un-ki-waali\*un-waali-ki 

Adpositions: Besides the NP-internal adposition of the genitive, --wala cannot attach any PP 
whatsoever.  
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Returning now to the issue of two distinct uses of –wala, we are now in a position to state the 
facts differently from our earlier formulation of it as a lexical versus syntactic process. The true 
generalization is that when  -wala encliticises onto N-headed phrasal categories, it triggers OBL on 
the various constituents of the NP. When it encliticises onto zero-level categories, it does not. 
The cases in (1) are instances of ‘modification by noun’ (dabba ‘box’) of an empty human noun, 
using –wala (the latter inflecting for gender on the basis of what the natural gender of the head 
noun is).  

Distribution of –wala in the Verbal (infinitival) Domain 

-wala can also attach to infinitivals – as in (13): 

(13) a. Ram  jaane  --waalaa  hai  
Ram go.INF.OBL  wala.MSG be.PRES.3SG 
‘Ram will be going (soon)’ 

b. jaane  --waale  sipaahii -se    puucho  
to go.OBL  wala.M-OBL soldier(M_OBL)-from  ask.2SG 
‘Ask the departing soldier’ 

It is often remarked that in (13a), the –wala indicates epistemic mood, but it seems to me that the 
‘modal’ sense comes from the irrealis of the infinitival sense, as this interpretation persists even in 
the absence of –wala, as in (14a). Whatever be the correct analysis, what is also worth noting here 
is that OBL does not, as (14b) show spread in the same way as it does in the NP: 

(14) a. Ram  jaane  -ko  thaa  
Ram to go.OBL  to be.PAST.3SG 
‘Ram was about to go’ 

b. Sita  matka\ *matke   dekhne –waalii  hai 
  Sita  pot(MSG) pot.M-OBL. see.INF.OBL   be.PRES.3SG 
  ‘Sita is going to see pots.’ 

(13b), on the other hand, is usually assimiliated to the modificational –wala, after the elaboration 
that Hindi infinitivals are nominal(ization)s, which are treated by the syntax as (participial) noun 
phrases (cf. (14a) in which the infinitival is ‘Case-marked’). As shown in (15a), there is howeverno 
OBL spread here either. When this construction is used to modify human nouns, the head noun 
may often be null, a fact that connects this participial use of –wala in (15b) to the examples in (1): 

(15)  a. jungal-meN  khulne   --waalii  khidki 
  forest-in open.INF.OBL -wala.FSG window (FSG) 
  ‘The window that opens out into the woods’ 
 b. dil-meN  rehne   --waalii   
  heart-in live.INF.OBL -wala.FSG  
  ‘She, who lives in my heart’ 

-wala and the Possession-Modification scale 

In this brief discussion, we have seen that –wala may encliticise onto nouns, adjectives, and 
demonstratives and  the phrases they head, together with those headed by the genitive adposition. 
On the Nikolaeva-Spencer PM scale, a –wala XP can express canonical modification, 
modification by a noun, alienable possession, but not canonical (inalienable) possession, as the –
wala marking possessors of inalienable relations\body parts is infelicitous (not ungrammatical, as all 
such examples can have readings in which the inalienably possessed possessum is ‘read’ as an 
alienable one.  

(16)  a. Ram --waalii   ungli  b. merii   --waali      daadii 
  Ram -wala.FSG finger (FSG)  I.Gen.FSG -wala.FSG grandmother(FSG) 


